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Dometic PerfectView
M75LX 7" Heavy-Duty LCD

Monitor 
        

   

Product price:  

300,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

Dometic PerfectView M75LX 7" Heavy-Duty LCD Monitor 

The Dometic PerfectView M75LX 7-inch LCD monitor offers outstanding high definition and
360-degree viewing, complete with distance markers

The heavy-duty Dometic PerfectView M75LX 7" LCD monitor is an excellent tool for viewing in
challenging conditions. This rugged digital monitor features Analog High Definition (AHD)
technology, ensuring exceptional image quality in any lighting situation. The energy-efficient LED
backlighting provides bright and uniform illumination, further enhancing the visual experience.

Its compact size makes it ideal for use during maneuvers, providing a clear and detailed view that
contributes to safety. The analog high-definition technology delivers quality comparable to L-
series models, but the Dometic PerfectView M75LX offers three distinct advantages.

Firstly, it has four camera inputs, allowing for a 360-degree view of the surrounding environment.
This feature is particularly useful for those maneuvering heavy vehicles or in tight spaces,
enabling control over every angle and ensuring maximum safety.

The Dometic PerfectView M75LX monitor is equipped with distance markers that highlight danger
zones, helping the operator calculate distances accurately and prevent accidental collisions. This
function is crucial in environments with limited visibility.

The removable sunshade minimizes glare, ensuring that the image on the screen remains clear
and easily readable even in direct sunlight or other distracting light sources.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS DOMETIC PERFECTVIEW M75LX

Input Voltage: 12/24 Vdc
Camera Inputs: 4
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Brightness Compensation: Automatic via LDR
Image Brightness: 800 cd/m²
Resolution: 614000 px
Video Standards: PAL/NTSC Auto
Vibration Resistance: 6 g
Protection Class: IP40
Depth: 26 mm
Height: 110 mm
Width: 190 mm
Net Weight: 0.40 kg

Looking for a product with different features? You can find the entire range of DOMETIC and
other specialized brands HERE.

Images and technical data are non-binding and subject to changes by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Protection degree: IP40
Length (mm): 26
Width (mm): 190
Height (mm): 110
Dry weight (Kg): 0.4
Feed Type: 12 / 24 V
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